Introduction
Thank you for your interest in The Beautiful Brain: The Drawings of Santiago Ramón y Cajal at the Weisman Art Museum. We hope you find these materials to be a valuable addition to your curriculum and museum visit. Our goal is to develop resources that promote discussion of the history and the ideas behind the artwork. Through these conversations we aim to increase excitement for learning and further inquiry about art and culture. We encourage teachers to use these resources as a starting point for their own dialogue.
Activities
Santiago Ramón y Cajal was a neuroscientist with a background in art. It's not so easy at first glance to tell whether Cajal's drawings are abstract representations of plant roots or scientific studies of brain cells. Cajal's eye seems to be attuned to an artistic aesthetic and has the ability to make sense of a complicated topic. Each activity explores a variety of intersections between the visual arts and scientific disciplines. We created each activity with education strategies in mind so you can connect with the standards you are addressing in your classroom. These strategies include literacy, language arts, science, visual arts, and math standards. The activities were designed for middle school but can easily be adapted for elementary and high school.
The PERCEIVE questions direct the essential underlying process of careful observation or perception. This process guides students into an artwork and helps them begin to form meaning. By practicing the habit of increased perception (slowing down to look before judging), students find evidence to build their interpretations and opinions. They gain an awareness of, and confidence in their own thinking. Students learn to distinguish observations (the facts, the evidence, what they see) from interpretations (reasoned conclusions supported by evidence, why they say that about what they see). These PERCEIVE questions will facilitate discussions about the artwork. The PERCEIVE questions, images, neuron slide images, and background information for each image, are located in the resource section following the activities.
We hope you find our resources for The Beautiful Brain: The Drawings of Santiago Ramón y Cajal helpful and fun. We welcome your comments, questions, and feedback on these classroom materials.
All images courtesy of Instituto Cajal (CSIC).
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Background Information Santiago Ramón y Cajal's drawings of the brain are as aesthetically astonishing as they are scientifically important. The Beautiful Brain: The Drawings of Santiago Ramón y Cajal is the first museum exhibition to present and contextualize these amazing historical objects.
Scientists the world over know Cajal as the father of modern neuroscience, the study of the structure and function of the brain. Cajal made many seminal contributions to neuroscience. One of his most important discoveries was the idea that the brain is made up of individual cells called neurons. The most commonly held idea among scientists of Cajal's time was that the brain was a continuous, interconnected network. All research on the brain and brain related diseases, such as Parkinson's and Alzheimer's, are based on Cajal's concept of the structure of the brain.
Neuroscientists consider Cajal as important to their discipline as Einstein is to physics. During his lifetime (1852 to 1934) Cajal produced more than three thousand drawings of the brain. Cajal's detailed studies of the brain are as relevant today as they were a century ago. They have never been equaled in their clarity and their ability to express fundamental concepts about the brain. He was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1906 for his work on brain structure.
Cajal did not set out to be a scientist. In fact, he wanted to be an artist, but this was not considered an appropriate ambition in rural Spain where he grew up. When he was about fifteen his father did allow him to enroll in the Academy of Arts. The school's director said he was the most brilliant pupil ever.
But, is what Cajal produced art? It would not have been classified as such in the art world of his day. How should we look at it today? Cajal's drawings were intended to convey specific information but they are also informed by his training as an artist. He had choices in his drawings and he made aesthetic decisions. He arranged forms on his paper and highlighted some parts for emphasis.
Cajal said, in his Advice for a Young Investigator (1916),"Drawing . . . enhances discipline and attention, for it forces us to observe the totality of the phenomenon and see details overlooked in ordinary observation." While Cajal's drawings are visualizations of scientific arguments, we believe they are also works of art, shaped by his artistic training, his close observation of nature, and his expression of aesthetic values.
The Drawings of Santiago Ramón y Cajal
The Cajal Institute in Madrid, Spain, lent the eighty original drawings for the exhibition. The Cajal Institute is a research organization of the Spanish government and home to the thousands of drawings Cajal made to document and illustrate his neuroscience research.
Cajal's training as an artist is evident in the clarity of his drawings-the lines are confident and fine. He sometimes made a pencil drawing and then went over the pencil in black ink. He did not erase the pencil lines so they are often visible. He used cross-hatching, small dots, ink washes, and occasionally watercolor, to emphasize certain kinds of cells or to distinguish parts of an individual cell.
The evidence of their use for scientific study remains. You can still see the corrections Cajal made in
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white. They would not have been visible when a drawing was published. Many of the drawings are on paper cut into irregular shapes because Cajal cut them out of larger sheets of paper when he published them. The dark stains left on the drawings are from tape.
The drawings at the Cajal Institute have been treated as archival documents rather than works of art until recently. That is why you can see a circular stamp with the words "Museo Cajal Madrid" right in the middle of many of the drawings. The handwritten number inside is called the "Manzano number" after the librarian, Pedro Manzano, who made an inventory of the Cajal archive in the 1940s.
A curatorial team of University of Minnesota neuroscientists and an art historian from its Weisman Art Museum selected these eighty drawings from among the thousands Cajal made, based on both their scientific importance and aesthetic value.
Cells of the Brain
One of Cajal's greatest contributions to our understanding of the brain was his championing of the Neuron Doctrine, which held that the brain is composed of discrete cells (neurons) rather than a continuous network. Early in Cajal's career, the Reticular Theory, the idea that the brain is a continuous, unbroken network, held prominence. Cajal, using his keen observational skills and newly developed staining techniques that allowed him to see brain cells in great detail through his microscope lens, realized that the continuous network that others had seen was actually made up of discrete cells that were separated by gaps, called synapses. With the advent of the electron microscope in the 1950s, which magnified images to a much greater extent than the light microscopes used by Cajal, the Neuron Doctrine was conclusively confirmed.
There are hundreds of different kinds of neurons in the adult human brain. Neurons possess a tree-like structure that sprouts from the cell body, the dendritic tree. These trees receive inputs from other neurons where electrical impulses travel across synapses. Neurons also possess a long, threadlike appendage called the axon. The dendrites carry electrical signals to the cell body of the neuron while the axon transmits the signals away, to other neurons or to muscles or glands.
Cajal and his contemporaries recognized that, in addition to neurons, the brain was composed of a second kind of cell, called glial cells. They were able to distinguish between neurons and glial cells because they differed greatly in shape. Glial cells do not have dendrites or axons.
The drawings in this exhibit illustrate the neurons and glial cells that Cajal observed through his microscope and characterized in great detail. Cajal often labeled the different parts of his drawings because he intended to use them as illustrations in published articles or books. Cells in this section of the exhibit include the pyramidal neuron, which Cajal referred to as "the noble and enigmatic cell of thought"; the Purkinje neuron with its large, elaborately branched dendritic tree; and the astrocyte, a star-shaped glial cell. Cajal thought that neurons were the generators of human thought and action and speculated that glial cells also played an important role in brain function. Modern research has confirmed Cajal's speculations.
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BRAIn InSpIRATIOn
Learning objective: Students will be inspired by the work of Santiago Ramón y Cajal and create an original work of art.
Education Strategies: Student will make connections between science and art and use various materials and images to create an original work of art. This lesson requires them to:
• 
